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Abstract :In this work, the bidirectional give a radio talk narrow way (Bbc) with to be kept secret notes is studied. 

The hard question is was the reason for by the idea of bidirectional sending on in threenode network, where a half-

duplex new group to take the place of others hard growth puts up a bidirectional news between 2 other hard growths 

using a decode-and-forward approved design and thereby gives on added to be kept secret information to one of them 

in the give a radio talk phase. The being like (in some way) to be kept secret note is sent at a certain secrecy level 

which gives account of qualities the amount of information that can be kept secret from the non-legitimate network 

point. The capacity-equivocation and secrecy amount of room fields, ranges of the Bbc with to be kept secret notes 

are put up where the latter gives account of qualities the news scenario with errorless secrecy, which means that the 

to be kept secret information is completely put out of the way from the non-legitimate network point. in that way, it 

is made clear that the most good selection processing great acts ideas and ideas of a quality common to a group of the 

Bbc with common notes and of the Greek and Latin send far and wide narrow way with to be kept secret notes. Index 

Terms—Bidirectional Broadcast Channel, Confidential Message, Secrecy Capacity Region, Bidirectional Relaying, 

Privacy in Wireless Networks 

I.INTRODUCTION 

It is becoming more and more important that next producing radio networks wisely get mixed together number times 

another services at the physical level in order to increase spectral doing work well. For example, in current formed of 

small units systems, operators offer not only old and wise services such as (bidirectional) voice news, but also further 
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multicast or to be kept secret services that are thing talked of to certain secrecy forces to limit. in our time this is 

usually got money for by putting on one side different services on different reasoning narrow ways and further by 

putting to use secrecy techniques on higher levels. In general this is quite inefficient and thus there is a general 

direction to put one thing into another number times another coexisting services with small amount of money on the 

physical level to advantageously great act the send far and wide nature of the radio middle. currently, secrecy 

techniques usually get support from on the thing taken as certain of the not yet put to the test hardness of certain 

problems or not enough computational powers of non-legitimate receivers. in this way, physical level secrecy 

techniques are becoming more and more good-looking since they do not have belief in on such things taken as certain 

and therefore make ready so-named without conditions safety. In the seminal work Wyner introduced the wiretap 

narrow way which models the safe exchange hard question for a point-topoint connection with an added person 

overhearing private talk. Csiszar and Korner made general this to the send far and wide narrow way with to be kept 

secret. 

II. NETWORK PROTOTYPICAL 

The Mac design to be copied formed in statements of 1 makes general the Greek and Latin Mac, (see also [22, Sec. 

14.3]) by letting users 1 and 2 to get narrow way outputs and, separately. This narrow way trading groups the send 

far and wide narrow way from user 1 to the place where one is going and user 2 and the send far and wide narrow 

way from user 2 to the place where one is going and user 1. For generality,we take to be true that each user gets 

narrow way outputs that also be dependent on its own inputs, i.e. can be dependent on, and can be dependent on. This 

thing taken as certain is also having force in law in do because the sent signal from one user may cause (thing) in the 

way at its own receiver. All results that we get send in name for to the Case where outputs at either user do not be 

dependent on its own inputs. We note that the design to be copied can also be viewed as the traditionalMAC with 2 

added eavesdroppers, where each person overhearing private talk has way in to the information certain to one of the 

users. to a codeword, and is a randomizer random variable that is Independent of and. The distribution of is part of 

the encoding secret design of user 1, and in this paper we take to be true this distribution is certain to both users and 

the place where one is going. however, the being able to get money for of is not within one's knowledge at the other 

user (user 2) and the place where one is going. For the Case in which the being able to get money for of is certain at 

the place where one is going but not at the other user, the design to be copied is completely different from that 

thought out as here in that the randomizer serves in this Case as a secret key shared by the user and the place where 

one is going which results in better doing a play (i.e. larger secrecy rate). In this paper, we do not take into account 

this Case with shared secret key. 
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Fig: Basic Mimo Model System 

 Note that although users 1 and 2 can get narrow way outputs  these outputs are used only for them to take as having 

certain cause the other users note, but are not used for them to make  trouble or help the other users sending (power 

and so on). for this reason, their encoding purposes, uses are not acted-on by these received outputs. Since users may 

get out each others to be kept secret information from the received output, we take to be true that each user gives 

attention to the other user as a wiretapper, and desires to keep the other user as without knowledge of its to be kept 

secret note as possible. 

III. MULTI-ANTENNA CHANNELS 

The very quick growth of interest in multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems soon led to the being able to get 

money for that using persons wrongly the ready (to be used) spatial measures could also give greater value to the 

secrecy powers of radio narrow ways. In a fading MIMO narrow way where the transmitter, receiver, and person 

overhearing private talk are got ready with Nt ,NR ,Ne long thin wire structures separately as in fig. 2, a general 

Representation for the signals received by the within the law receiver and action less person overhearing private talk 

are The work by one respected for great acts was able to make an argument the first to take into account secret news 

in a MIMO frame for events, and made burning light a done together hard work to send in name for and stretch the 

single-antenna wiretap theory to this new hard question. one respected for great acts put questions to the use of 

space-time get in the way of coding for secret, backdoor making connections in, and designed CSI-informed sending 

(power and so on) designs to get done either a low how probable of put a stop to (formed in terms of person 

overhearing private talk common (to 2 or more) information), or a low how probable of discovery for different things 

taken as certain about the CSI ready (to be used) to the person overhearing private talk. one of the main results was 

that if the person overhearing private talk is completely not conscious of its let into one's house CSI, then an 

equivocation-maximizing secret design is to use a space-time group of stars with an unchanging spatial inner product 

got broken up (into simpler parts) a gave lower, less important position single-input multiple-output (SIMO; Nt= 1 

,NR ,Ne > 1) wiretap narrow way in, and got a single-letter giving quality of its secrecy amount of room by making 

great change the hard question to a scalar Gaussian wiretap narrow way and then re-applying . The Authors also 

offered a secrecy rate outage metric for the SIMO wiretap narrow way with slow fading, and made observations a 
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secrecy being different profit of order in relation to the number of receiver long thin wire structures. The being like 

(in some way) multiple-input single output (MISO) Case was studied in, , where it was noted that the MIMO wiretap 

narrow way is not gave lower, less important position in general. Since this gives a straight to computation of (5) 

hard, they therefore limited attention to gaussian input signals. For the special Case of Nt= 2 ,NR= 2 ,Ne= 1 got at the 

details of by and near workers in, a beam forming sending (power and so on) secret design was made clear to be most 

good selection  

IV. BROADCAST, MULTIPLE-ACCESS, AND INTERFERENCE CHANNELS 

A. Broadcast and Multiple-Access Channels 

The concept of information-theoretic security is easily extended to larger multi-user networks with more than 

tworeceivers and/or transmitters. We begin with one-to-manybroadcast channels (BCs), which can be divided into 

two majorIn Gaussian interference channel with confidential messages, where each node has arbitrary number of 

antennas. Several cooperative and non-cooperative transmission schemes were described, and their achievable 

secrecy rate regions were derived. A game-theoretic formulation of the problem was adopted to allow the transmitters 

to find an operating point that balances network performance and fairness (the so called  If the transmitters cooperate 

by exchanging information about thechannels and signal subspaces associated with their link, thena combination of 

and altruistic artificialnoise alignment by each transmitter to mask the informationsignal from the other transmitter at 

its own receiver can beused, as seen in Fig. 4. As depicted in the figure, eachtransmitter intentionally undermines the 

ability of its receiver to decode signal; for example, noise H1A1 G2D2 are aligned to lie in the same subspace \  

at receiver 1. Here, the artificial noise can potentially also degrade the confidential message of the transmitter itself, s  

the transmit signal and power allocated to noise must be carefully designed. It was shown in that, while ordinary 

jamming is near optimal for the standard wiretap channel, its performance is far from optimal for the interference 

channel. shows the achievable secrecy rate regions of The cooperative ANA principle in the 2-user MIMO 

interference channel, and the corresponding secrecy rate region with and without cooperation. The proposed schemes 

in  with 2 antennas at source antennas at all other nodes, and a transmit SNR of 20 

dB, along with the Nash equilibrium (NE) from the noncooperative GSVD approach, and the clearly superior K-S 

rate point for the cooperative GSVD and artificial noise alignment method. 

 

V. RELAYS AND COOPERATIVE METHODS 

The issue of physical layer security in relay and cooperative networks has drawn much attention recently, as a natural 

extension to the secure transmission problem in networks. The secrecy capacity and achievable secrecy rate bounds 

have been investigated for various types of relay-eavesdropper channels, and many cooperative strategies stemming 
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from conventional relay systems have been adopted with modifications based on techniques discussed inas shown in 

Fig. 6. Security issues in relay networks can be divided into two broad categories: 

• Relays are untrusted nodes from whom the transmitted 

messages must be kept confidential even while using themto relay those messages, 

• Relays are trusted nodes from whom the transmitted messages need not be kept secret.to communicate with the 

destination, but at the same time intends to shield the message from the relay. This type of model was first studied in   

for the general relay channel. Coding problems associated with the relay-wiretap channel are studied under the 

assumption that some of transmitted messages are confidential to the relay, and deterministic and stochastic rate 

regions are explicitly derived in   which showed that cooperation from the untrusted relay isstill essential for 

achieving a non-zero secrecy rate. In an achievable region of rate pairs (R1,Re) was derived for 

the general untrusted relay channel.node was found to be beneficial for a specific model where there is an orthogonal 

link in the second hop. Cooperative relay broadcast channels are discussed inwhere the users are untrusted but not 

malicious. In such scenarios, users are willing to help each other, but would not be allowed to decode each other‟s 

message. Assuming a half-duplex amplify-and forwardprotocol, another effective countermeasure in this case is to 

have the destination jam the relay while it is receiving data from the source. This intentional interference can then be 

subtracted out by the destination from the signal it receives 

 

VI. WIRELESS SECRET KEY AGREEMENT 

We recallthat the original secure communication system studied by Shannon was based on secret-key encryption. 

Shannon‟s result that perfect secrecy required encryption with a random one-time pad cipher at least as long as the 

message was widely regarded as a pessimistic result, until it was reexamined in the context of noisy channels his 

seminal wiretap channel as being too unrealistic, and instead proposed a secret key agreement protocol that could be 

implemented over a noiseless but authenticated and publicly observable two-way channel in the presence of a passive 

eavesdropper. The key elements of Maurer‟s strategy are the information reconciliation and privacy amplification 

procedures. The information reconciliation phase is aimed at generating an identical random sequence between Alice 

and Bob by exploiting apublic discussion channel (sometimes split into a separate randomness sharing step). The 

privacy amplification stageextracts a secret key from the identical random sequence agreed to by two terminals in the 

preceding information reconciliation phase. In other words, after public discussion based on correlated randomness in 

the first stage, privacy amplification reduces an initial piece of random nature into a smaller entity (e.g., by linear 

mapping and universal hashing) which is known only by the legitimate users, even if the eavesdropper has a less 

noisy channel in certain casesA recent avenue for coding theory research is the design of resilient codes for 

distributed data and cloud storage systems.  
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Fig: Security System In Distributed Environment 

The essence of such systems is that chunks of data files are scattered across various storage nodes, and it is desired 

that an end-user or data collector be able to accurately reconstruct the original files by retrieving data from a subset 

of k such storage nodes. However, the storage nodes are assumed to be unreliable and prone to failure (equivalent to 

data erasures), and thus fault-tolerance to such failures under bandwidth constraints is the primary code design 

criterion. These considerations lead to the introduction of a new class of „regenerating codes‟ which are efficient with 

respect to both storage space utilization and the amount of data downloaded for repair termed repair bandwidth  In 

addition to reliability, it is also critical to protect data from being reconstructed by eavesdroppers. A passive 

eavesdropper that can access the data on up to ℓ storage nodes is denoted a Type-I adversary in , and as a Type-II 

adversary if it can also observe the repair data of ℓ nodes. A typical security scenario is shown in where 

 

Fig: secrete rate vs transmitted power in dB 

ℓ = 2 out of k = 4 storage nodes have been compromised by an eavesdropper that seeks to reconstruct the original file 

or encrypted data. 
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V.CONCLUSION 

In The Field of physical layer security in wireless networks based on information-theoretic principles. We commenced with an 

overview of the foundations dating back to the pioneering work of, on information-theoretic security. We then described the 

evolution of secure transmission strategies from point-to-point channels to multiple antennasystems, followed by generalizations 

to larger multiuser networks. We also reviewed secret-key establishment protocols based on physical layer mechanisms, along 

with an overview of practical secrecy-preserving code design and interdisciplinary approaches for security. The associated 

problem of physical layer message authentication is also introduced. Broadly speaking, it was observed that physical layer 

security is achieved by either exploiting the independence of wireless channels and background noise conditions observed by 

different nodes, or by judiciously directing interference (exogenous or intentional) towards unintended receivers. 
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